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Toni Morrison describes “a friend of your mind,” as one who gathers the “pieces I am… and give them
back to me in all the right order.”1 I am going to ask if racial capitalism is such a “friend of the mind”?
My answer is not straightforward – I believe that the concept has questionable theoretical foundations,
but that it was and could be an important political tool against certain practices and as a corrective
against those who would frame capitalism as an abstract system that eventually de‐racializes itself.

Figure 1: Google Books Ngram Viewer¸ Frequency of ”Racial Capitalism”in published US‐English books. Note the two peaks, the
first corresponds to the years when Martin Legassick & Co. first coined the term which was then popularized by Neville
Alexander (then writing as No Sizwe) and Cedric Robinson in the Anglo American world. The second corresponds to the
emergence of the Black Lives Matter movement.

In the mid‐1970s, the term emerged in South Africa and came from radical thinkers, ones deeply
connected to the workers movement, who argued against liberation movement orthodoxy that one
had to first liberate South Africa from racial domination before addressing capitalism. By the mid‐
1980s, these thinkers would be expelled from the African National Congress, and ironically, the trade
union movement that they had helped build would buy into the liberation movement orthodoxy of
democracy/liberation before socialism.2 Though the next four decades of South African history may
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offer them some sort of moral vindication, it is doubtless of no solace over the missed opportunity to
build socialism in a relatively well‐developed country.
We could ask how realistic their reading or political calculations were, but bear in mind that although
the sixties wave of social movement activity was receding in the Global North, at that moment in the
mid‐1970s, the South was relatively optimistic. The thought that sovereignty could produce socialist‐
oriented societies seemed to have foundations in reality with the liberation of Zimbabwe, Mozambique
and Angola, not to mention Grenadian and Nicaraguan revolutions, all happening at the same time.
With the possibility of socialist revolution no longer abstract, the question of race persisting into
socialism was also placed onto the agenda.
Cedric Robinson, who is seen as the main popularizer of this concept, was publishing in the same
journals as these revolutionary thinkers would also generalize from this euphoric moment. As Charisse
Burden Stelly recognizes however – where the South Africans used “racial capitalism” to particularize
and understand their political possibilities, Robinson would universalize racial capitalism to suggest
that it is a generalization and globalization of European feudal‐era doctrine.3
Today, we find the logical outcome of this mode of thinking, one in which capitalism disappears from
the political narrative yielding accounts of racism with no place for capitalism – at least, not as system.
As such, many who do use the term mistake or redefine racial capitalism to its microfoundations
wherein individuals possess “race”/present as “racialized” which is strategically deployed to maximize
their returns. Or, where they address racial structure, it is seen as a relatively immutable hierarchy
maintained by a set of attitudes.
To take one leading example, in the best‐selling book, Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents,4 Isabel
Wilkerson describes a fixed caste structure as a skeleton, under the skin of racism, that is sometimes
covered by the clothes of social class. “If you can fake it, it is class…” she adds in a recent interview.
Interestingly, capitalism never appears in the book. In just one footnote in her elaborately referenced
work does the word appear – as part of the subtitle of Baptiste’s “The Half Has Never Been Told.”
And yet she constantly skirts the challenge of capitalism and socialism, sometimes never realizing (or
never revealing) how close she is to this horizon. In Chapter Three, she tells the story of Dr. Martin
Luther King’s visit to India and about a gathering hosted for him in Kerala. Its Chief Minister who
introduces King to a school for ”dalits” as a “fellow untouchable.” What Wilkerson never points out is
that the Chief Minister who had recently won election—much to the consternation of the US
ambassador—was part of the first wave of Communist governments to rule that part of India. For all
their missteps and mistakes with regard to caste and overcoming it – it was that socialist movement that
problematized and challenged the caste structure. If we are to understand racial capitalism and the
many different forms of production and oppression that it articulates, we have to understand it in light
of the movements that are challenging it, in that instance the socialist movement
With this in mind, I see two contemporary purposes for “racial capitalism”:
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(1) It can be a political tool, a bridging tool if you will, for engaging and debating liberals like Isabel
Wilkerson and Charles M. Blow who engage race at the expense of capitalism.5 Such
engagement is necessary because these are progressive thinkers who have a great deal of
impact on how racialized communities come to see themselves.
(2) But there is a more fundamental reason for using the term politically: to signify the tasks we
need to accomplish in building a socialist movement.
The current focus of much of the left, outside of socialist thinkers like Charisse Burden Stelly who
oppose racial capitalism to antiracist socialism, is to consider “strategic” sectors of the working class,
here identified in terms of their capacity to disrupt the supply chains of capitalism. While admirable and
necessary, we must ask what about the rest of the working class? That is, especially with regard to our
topic today, those sectors abandoned and warehoused (in barely adequate circumstances) by
capitalism? Think about capitalism’s many sacrifice zones and failed states and regions. This “surplus
population,” sometimes hardly even a “reserve army of labor” and critical to defining the working class
movement as a whole even when capitalism has excluded them from current and formal labor markets.
They have efficacy not only in terms of the formal voting powers – not inconsiderable when we consider
the lengths that the state goes to disenfranchise them – but especially in terms of their capacity to
organize other forms of production that run contrary to capitalism and because their discipline (or ill
discipline) creates strategic, moral and political problems for the ruling class. As such, “racial
capitalism” may remind us of the vital role they have to play in the formation and politics of a
revolutionary subject.
Framed differently: to understand the constitution of the working‐class subject as one which is
necessary for transforming all of society and getting beyond capitalism, “racial capitalism” points to the
political tasks of engaging with, organizing, and representing the diverse sections of the working
class—each speaking in their own names and sectionalities—necessary to constitute the whole.
Charles Post seeks a “Unified Theory of Capitalism and Racial Oppression,” and notes the ambitions of
some for a theorization of “racial capitalism… that transcends neoliberal identity politics and class
reductionism.” He has us engage with the specifics—scientific claims tested in well‐defined historical
periods.6 As valuable as his exercise is, I believe that our answers and eventual formulations are unlikely
be discovered in theory adjudicated in the laboratory of historians but in the art of revolutionary
practice developed in the present.
The working class as a real movement from dispersed and divided layers and fractions into a subject
requires not only our ability to disrupt capital but also our ability to imagine and reconfigure the whole –
understanding the part to be played by race in constructing that whole is a critical political task and
includes questions about leadership development and representation in the political formations that we
build in order to get us out of capitalism and toward our shared humanity.
As I consider the present, I remember something I witnessed just as COVID was reaching our shores. I
was waiting outside my apartment in Chelsea, Massachusetts, when an old mini‐van pulled up. Its door
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slid open and four teens and their mom, who was driving, tumbled out, packages in hand. They spread
out, ran up to several different doors, to deliver Amazon packages. I spoke with the mom as I held the
door for her to get into the building. In the brief, mostly breathless conversation, I learnt that she was
from Honduras and that her kids were helping her make the deliveries. She was the only person being
paid – and not by Amazon, but by a contractor. Her experience tells me that capitalism is no less racial
than when it was enslaving people, enclosing land, or exporting opium. But how does racial capitalism
“gather up the pieces” of her life and “hand it back in the right order?” When we think of the many
determinations of that moment, of race, gender, nationality, age, region and so on… all at play at the
same time as this peonage to the world’s powerful, most digitized, and most modern of corporations, I
don’t know if “racial capitalism” is up to the task. But that is that the challenge we face as we try to build
a vehicle that makes sense of that “delivery” worker’s experience, that will help organize with her and
with the rest of us.

